
ENVIRONMENT
THE BIG HOUSE WE LIVE IN



Why do you think they are crying?



qAIR Pollution

qWATER Pollution

qLAND Pollution

qNOISE Pollution

KINDS OF POLLUTION



A MESSAGE FROM GOD 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

The earth is the LORD’s, and everything in it, the world, and 
all who live in it; for he founded it on the seas and 

established it on the waters.
Psalm 24:1-2



God created the world 
for us to be happy.

TAKING CARE of the 
environment is our job, 

and we are the first ones 
benefited when we 

preserve it.



TAKING CARE of 
the world we live 
in, is taking care 

of our health.



HOW DO YOU HELP IN TAKING CARE OF THE ENVIRONMENT?



is one of the biggest environmental 
problems that affects our world?



§ refrigerators

§ air-conditioners

§ slaughterhouses

§ tanneries

§ mining & oil drilling

§ plastic packaging

§ fertilizers

§ disposable diapers

§ exhaust from cars & factories



75
of the planet is water?

We should take care of 

water because to grow 

healthy, you need a 

healthy environment.



Always be sure to drink clean, 

uncontaminated water!

WATER



AIR 

To e healthy you need to 
breathe fresh air.

It’s everyone’s job to keep the 
air pure. We have the right to 

talk to persons who are 
contaminating the air and ask 

them not to.

Taking care of the air is taking care of my body!



TREES 
are the lungs of our planet earth. They are responsible
for making the oxygen in the air that we breathe.



A MESSAGE FROM GOD 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

The LORD God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground—trees that 
were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of the garden 

were the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
Genesis 2:9



TAKING CARE OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT

üTake your own cloth bags or boxes
when you go shopping.

üAvoid buying products that come
in plastic containers.

üWhen you can’t avoid using plastic containers, don’t
throw them away.

üSeparate the garbage.

üDon’t throw used batteries in the trash.

üDon’t leave garbage on the street, in public places, or
when you go to the country.



Do you think you know how to 
separate the organic garbage 

from the inorganic waste? ORGANIC GARBAGE is what
once was the part of some living
thing like – leaves, branches,
peelings, food & paper.

INORGANIC GARBAGE comes
from industrial waste like –
plastic, synthetic cloth,
aluminum, rubber & others.



God created the world 
beautiful and perfect. 
Even tough because of 
sin, we have caused a 
lot of damage to our 
planet, it is still our 

responsibility to take 
care of it.



But when Jesus 
comes to get us, He 

will restore the Earth 
and make it as 

beautiful as it was in 
the beginning.



A MESSAGE FROM GOD 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

See, I will create new heavens and a new earth. The former 
things will not be remembered, nor will they come to mind.

Isaiah 65:17



MY PROMISE
I know I don’t always taken very good care of the earth. 

Sometimes, I _______________________ and sometimes, I 
don’t _______________________ These are areas where I need 
to do better. I will try to not waste ________________________, 

and I will be a better friend to the trees and flowers in the 
community. I will try to clean up garbage I found on the ground, 

even if I didn’t if I didn’t put it there.


